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between the two classes, and more friendly
relations between members of the same
class. We wonder how they are "conducted."
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room No. r, class reciting. President busily engaged in wiping
his spectacles. Knock heard at the door. The
SCENE—Recitation

door being opened, discloses a gentleman
from Haddam, ox whip in hand, and cowRaildamite.—" Is the
hide boots on feet.
Boss in? " (Faint smile).
IN the window of an apothecary shop, not
a thousand miles from Middletown, stands a
card reading, HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES REPARED HERE.
SCENE—Banks

of the Connecticut, near

the new Railroad Bridge.
COillmunicative Old Gent.--Th is granite
which is used for the bridge is a very handsome building stone, but they find a stone
down at Higganum which is beautifully
banded with black and white.
Intelligent Junior (who takes Geology).--.
Why, that is gneiss, is it not ?
Communicative Old Gent.—O, yes sir, it is
considered very nice. (Junthr wilts).

NOTES AND QUERIES.

rendered it impossible for
the editors to proof-recd a portion of the last
ARGUS. This fact accounts for several mistakes which occurred.
CIRCUMSTANCES

WE acknowledge the receipt of the "Minutes of the Rock River Conference" and the
" Annual Catalogue of Wesleyan Academy."

G. B. G. is not surpassed by any one in zeal for the
ARGUS. Many times has he come to our aid. We
were never more glad to see him than on the present
occasion. Our readers are indebted to him for all
that follows :
In answer to the query as to who is our oldest
Alumnus, I send a list of the twelve now living who
have attained the age of 6o, arranged in the order of
seniority.

THE Williams Review thinks "rushes " conducted as they are there promote better feelings

RcTr. J. W. Merrill,

67,

of '34, Southampton, Mass., is

